MANAGED CLOUD

Genedata Managed Cloud

Software. Installation. Operation. Hosting. All in One.

This cloud-based solution was particularly appealing because of the rapid implementation it offered.
We are very pleased with Genedata’s strong commitment to service and technical support.
William Benjamin, IT Director, Aptevo.

Genedata’s offering of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) was an additional plus because we wanted a
self-maintaining model that provides regular upgrades of new, innovative functionalities.
Tim Holmström, Ph.D., Head of Biologics, Orion Pharma.

Don’t have the time or resources to set up server hardware, install the Genedata software platform, and maintain both?
With Genedata Managed Cloud, receive Software as a Service (SaaS) with hosting of the Genedata software platform
on Amazon Web Services (AWS). Simply turn on your computer, access your Genedata platform via the internet, and let
Genedata take care of maintaining the complete system for you.
Genedata has worked on hundreds of highly successful projects with the world’s leading biopharma companies and
has unique experience collaborating across scientific and IT groups. We install the Genedata software platform on a
dedicated AWS subscription just for you and connect with your infrastructure during roll-out so users can get up and
running fast – without the need for on-premise server hardware or internal IT maintenance services.
Capitalize on the power of the Genedata software platform in the cloud and start digitalizing biopharma R&D today.

What’s included?
• Fully Managed Single Tenant AWS Subscription
• AWS Configuration & Maintenance
• Software Installation, including Upgrades

• Proactive System Health Monitoring
• Configuration of AWS Back-Up
• Service Desk
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Why Choose Genedata Managed Cloud?
Transparent costs, full scalability, easy upgrades, secure access – all from a partner you can trust.

Maximize ROI. Scale.
Genedata Managed Cloud allows R&D organizations to use Genedata’s premium software platforms
with all IT support included. Genedata’s dedicated IT team takes care of AWS setup and maintenance,
system monitoring, regular installation of software upgrades as well as help desk support, so the
system runs uninterrupted without the need to keep internal IT resources on standby. The complete
setup can be scaled with the growth and needs of your organization.

Up & Running. Fast.
With AWS quickly set-up and configured, Genedata platforms are installed and accessible within hours.
By eliminating the need to configure the complete system yourself, the entire R&D organization can
quickly transition to full-production mode. Spend more time innovating and less time dealing with
system administration tasks.

Cutting-Edge. Hassle-Free.
By regularly releasing new versions, Genedata is constantly extending capabilities of its software
platforms to keep them at the frontier of science and technology. With Genedata Managed Cloud,
get access to the latest version as soon as they become available without the effort of installing
and maintaining new versions yourself. Simply log in and discover new functionality to start pushing
scientific boundaries today.

Storage. Access. Anywhere.
Genedata Managed Cloud enables your organization to access the Genedata software platform at
any time from within your company network, wherever you do your research. Since you don’t need to
download or install software locally, storage and system resources are available without interruption
across the organization. And with data stored securely in the cloud, no data is lost if your computer
fails.

Security. Compliance. Delivered.
Genedata is SOC2 certified so you can be sure that Genedata Managed Cloud installations
meet the highest professional standards of security, availability, integrity, confidentiality, and
privacy.
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Genedata transforms data into intelligence with innovative software solutions that incorporate extensive biopharma R&D domain knowledge.
Multinational biopharmaceutical organizations and cutting-edge biotechs around the globe rely on Genedata to digitalize and automate data-rich
and complex R&D processes. From early discovery all the way to the clinic, Genedata solutions help maximize the ROI in R&D expenditure. Founded
in 1997, Genedata is headquartered in Basel, Switzerland with additional offices in Boston, London, Munich, San Francisco, Singapore, and Tokyo.
© 2022 Genedata AG. All rights reserved. Genedata is a registered trademark of Genedata AG. All other product and service names mentioned are
the trademarks of their respective companies.

